Intranodal Capillary-Cavernous Hemangioma- An Uncommon Histopathological Lesion
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ABSTRACT

A 35 year female presented with gradually increasing swelling in inguinal region of 8 years which was painful during menses. On systemic examination no significant disease was noted. On local examination right inguinal region showed soft tissue nodular mass measuring 3x1.5x1cm. On ultrasonography showed soft tissue nodule suggestive of vascular lesion. Minimal pericapsulitis was noted. No abscess or necrosis was noted. Lesion was surgically excised and sent for histopathology. Grossly received single oval lymph node measuring 2.5x2x1 cm. Cut section was dark grey brown with areas of hemorrhages. On histopathology diagnosed as Capillary Cavernous Hemangioma of right inguinal lymph node. We are presenting this case for its extreme rarity, its clinical, radiological, histopathological presentation. Recognizing these vascular lesion entities in lymph node is essential for diagnosis and to guide therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

The vascular tumors and tumor like conditions of the lymph node include Capillary Cavernous Hemangioma (CCH), bacillary angiomatosis, lymphangioma and vascular transformation of the sinuses. Hemangioma involving lymph node is extremely rare \cite{1,2} CCH of the lymph node is extremely rare. Only 18 cases of CCH have been reported in the English language medical literature, to our knowledge. \cite{3} In our case patient had clinically symptomatic painful nodule of long duration. On histopathology finding it was diagnosed as CCH of the lymph node.

CASE REPORT

Figure:1 gross specimen cut section of lymph node.
A 35 year female presented with gradually increasing swelling in inguinal region of 8 years. She gave history of swelling which was painful during menses. On systemic examination no significant disease was noted. Patient had no history of trauma, no any systemic infection. Her HIV status was negative. Local right inguinal region showed soft tissue nodular mass, measuring 3 x 1.5 x 1 cm.

On ultrasonography, soft tissue nodule suggestive of vascular lesion was reported. Minimal pericapsulitis was evident. No abscess or necrosis was noted. On physical examination a single, tender, mobile, well defined right inguinal adenopathy was noted. On histopathology we received single encapsulated oval lymph node measuring 2.5x2x1 cm. (fig.-1) Cut section grey brown with focal areas of haemorrhages. On microscopy there were proliferation of dilated capillaries and cavernous vessels. At the periphery compressed lymphoid tissue with fibrosed thick capsule was noted. The capillaries were lined by endothelial cells and lumen were filled with RBCs. (Fig-2, 3). On histopathology diagnosed as Capillary Cavernous Hemangioma of right inguinal lymph node.

**DISCUSSION**

The various types of vascular proliferation may occur in lymph nodes, but hemangiomas in lymph nodes are extremely rare. The hemangiomas are common in skin mucosa and soft tissue, but the occurrence in lymph node is extremely rare. The CCH is still extremely rare type of lesion in lymph node. Intranodal hemangiomas present as an asymptomatic, solitary palpable lymph node. They may be an incidental finding. Clinically these lesions are non regressive. The may present with bleeding, secondary infections, hormonal changes or painful swelling. In our case the lesion was painful during menses.

The reported age group affected for CCH is 11-75 years with mean age of 53 years. The size of the involved lymph nodes ranges from 0.2 to 3.5 cm. Intranodal hemangiomas have also been found in association with other vascular lesions, such as intestinal angiodysplasia and oral hemangiopericytoma. For superficial CCH, sonography can show calcifications and heterogeneity, and with color Doppler shows enhanced hypervascularization. Nowadays with improvements of imaging techniques like enhanced MRI it can be differentiated from other vascular lesions.

It is best diagnosed on histopathology, showing a proliferation of capillaries and cavernous vessels filled with erythrocytes and lined by endothelial cells. On histology various types are recognized- lobular capillary, cellular,
epithelioid and capillary cavernous. [8] CCH is more centered in lymph node hilum or medulla with well preserved nodal parenchyma. In our case the mass of closely packed capillaries or cavernous vessels lined by flat endothelial cells was noted. The lumen was filled with blood. The vascular lesion extends from the subcapsular sinuses through to the medulla of the lymph node.

Various vascular lesion and malignancy can be evoked as a differential diagnosis of intranodal CCH are tumour like vascular lesions are lobular hemangioma, vascular epitheloid tumor, lymphangioma and hamartoma while malignant lesions are hemangioendothelioma, Kaposi sarcoma and angiosarcoma. [1,9]

In the lymphangioma of the lymph nodes will show prominent lymphatic vessels with lymph. In vascular transformation of lymph node sinuses is characterized by the entire lymph node architecture effaced and replaced by the vascular proliferation, obstruction, and often with fibrosis. [10]

While in bacillary angiomatosis shows lobular proliferation of capillaries with ectatic vessels lined by prominent endothelial cells in edematous stroma with polymorphs, lymphocytes and histiocytes. It has microorganisms and Warthin-Starry special stain will highlight Bartonella organisms. It commonly affects immunocompromised individuals.

In cases of epithelioid hemangioendothelioma it will shows sheets and cords of plump spindle cells with nuclear pleomorphism and abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm with vacuoles occasionally containing erythrocytes, set in a myxohyaline stroma. It localization is more commonly in soft tissue, bones than in lymph nodes.

The angiomyomatous hamartoma, has been reported in inguinal lymph nodes. It starts in the hilum of the node and the parenchyma is replaced by blood vessels, fat, smooth muscle, and fibrous tissue without cellular fascicle formation.

The mixed types can easily mimic malignancies and their recognition is of importance. The malignant condition like Kaposi sarcoma should be excluded. Kaposi sarcoma shows curved fascicles of spindle cells separated by slit-like vascular spaces with extravasated red blood cells and frequent mitotic figures extravasated erythrocytes, hemosiderin, and plasma cells.

While in angiosarcoma it will show infiltrative vascular channels, usually with marked nuclear atypia.

IHC of this tumor are positive for endothelial cells for CD 31 and CD34 and factor VIII related antigen and negative for epithelial marker pancytokeratin and lymphatic marker D2-40.

The surgical excision of lesion is choice of treatment. Other modalities of treatment are chemical or thermic sclerotherapy, pulse dye laserbare currently being used. [11] The importance of identifying these entities is to avoid misdiagnosing them as malignant vascular tumors. In our case surgical excision was done and patient is advised regular follow up. She responded well to treatment.

**CONCLUSION**

The vascular tumors and tumor-like conditions of the lymph nodes are rare. We present an extremely rare case CCH of the lymph node. Recognizing the importance these entities of complex vascular malformation in lymph node is essential to for diagnosis to avoid misdiagnosing them as malignant vascular tumors, to guide therapy and follow up.
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